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 For those of us of the opinion 
that everything looks better the 
more leg you show, the midi boot—
so-called for its mid-calf height; a 
slight reach above ankle, a tipple 
below the knee—can provide a 
plethora of personal challeng-
es. The midi, you see, might be 
the one boot in existence that 
can convince me and my fellow 
leggy (or leg-proud) brethren 
into a midi-skirt, those prairie 
reminiscent-but-somehow-chic 
shin-sweepers that I always think 
will look effortless à la an Amer-

ican cowgirl and instead make 
me feel uniquely dumpy by 

way of the imagination 
of Laura Ingalls 
Wilder. But you 
see, that’s before I 

met the midi boot. Sliding easily under fall’s 
flared hems, if you’re a trouser type, the 
long-on-personality midi boot is more for 
your money—more texture, more pattern, 
more more—and it’s officially the must-have 
for autumn. With python or snakeskin or 
suede, grommets or shearling or slick calf-
skin, why would you want these beauties to 
end at the ankle?
-vogue.com

Meet the Midi—the Must-Have Boot 
for Fall

Still not convinced? Try a pair with a mi-
di-skirt, and suddenly an expanse of shin 
(and only shin) becomes something entirely 
alluring, in the way a flash of wrist or ankle 
might have caused shockwaves through a 
Victorian audience. The trick to styling? Find 
your sweet spot: For those with a bulkier 
calf, aim for a boot that ends just under the 
widest part of the muscle. For those with 
slim limbs, the world is your oyster, but a 
heel always helps. Still clinging to your min-
is? Tights will even the whole thing out in a 
pinch. The moral of the story here? A midi 
never felt so right. Here, ten of the best for 
the season ahead.
-vogue.com
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We have been covering all the fall/ winter 2015-2016 fashion trends 
seen on the Fashion Week runways at this point, ranging from New 
York to Paris, London and Milan. We have looked into the colors and 
the prints, as well as the general styles of pieces you’re going to wear 
come the cold months. Now, we bring to you the complete fall/ winter 

2015-2016 shoe trends report that you have all been waiting for.

C.G.

Aldo Shoes

Aldo Shoes
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Flat shoes can make legs 
look short and stumpy, as 
they don’t give the same 
lift as heels — but wear-
ing stilettos all day simply 
isn’t practical.
Boots are a brilliant com-
promise, as a pair that hit 
just above the knee will 
make legs look longer. 
This pair are great, as they 
have adjustable buckles, so 
they can easily be altered 
to make them the perfect 
size.

- thedailymail.co.uk

After several seasons of demure ankle boots — 
from Chelsea to biker styles — the fashion crowd 
has set its sights a little  higher.
Knee-high boots were all over the autumn/winter 
catwalks in a striking variety of shades and shapes, 
and are now hitting the High Street from a bargain 
£30 to up to £300 for a high-end pair that will last 
years.
From glitzy evening boots to sturdy suede num-
bers, it’s a classic shape that is practical while still 
looking sexy.
But this is also a style older women often struggle 
with, for fear of looking more mutton than lamb in 
the unforgiving shape, which can highlight cankles, 
wide calves or short legs.
Here, 54-year-old Eve Ahmed shows off the boots 
that work for any woman . . .

The boots for all ages
  

Meet Autumn/Winter 2015 Collection by
    Christian Louboutin

Fall/Winter that we selected for you 
from the fashion shows and then let 
us know which one caught your eyes?

C.D.F.C.G. Aldo Shoes

A blast from the past! Christian Louboutin’s Autumn/Winter 2015 col-
lection turns back the clock on several eras of style, from the sixties, to 
grunge, to techno. Influenced by the exotic, the bold, the sensual, and 
the irreverent, the line introduces new colours, textures, and technical 
innovations with the detail and craftsmanship that are emblematic of 
the Louboutin brand.

Who says punk is dead? Adorned with leather spikes 
in black, nude, and baby blue, Electro Pump and 
Electroboot take rocker chic to new heights. Sau-
dade and Faolo Boot bring out the grunge, adorned 
in spiky metallic cones from the Louboutin archives.

Powerful women continue to influence Christian’s work, and this 
season, the lady is a vamp! Dangerous curves give way to sharp 

silhouettes of supple, shapely leather on Vampydolly and 
Sweety Charity, embellished with tantalizing black fringe. 
The seduction continues in transparency and five different 
types of lace on slinged and strappy pumps like Marinaden-
tella, Follies Lace, and Oolala, styles that evoke the sensual-

ity of lingerie.

-www.ll2.in

Clarks
www.cunningbailey.com
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perfect winter option. It’s not only one of the coolest 
looks of the season, but also a timeless staple you’ll 
be able to wear for years to come. Check out these 
looks that will leave you armed and ready for winter.
- Nashmina Lakhani

J.L.Lace-ups. Just like gladiator sandals and ankle strapped shoes in 
general they’ve been one of the summer’s must haves, so the coolest 
shoes of the season continue the trend with pumps, boots and lace-
up boots. Super sexy and absolutely super cool! 
-Francesca Zaccagnini

White. You want something dif-
ferent from the usual autumn 
colors? Try with a shoe 
candid as the snow! 
Besides being super 
cool in the middle of 
the winter, it has the 
advantage of being per-

  If Chanel brings back its icon-
ic sling backs, then you can’t do 
nothing but surrender to reality: 
this season we’ll have to behave! 
The coolest shoes of the season 
are in fact bon ton with low and 
chunky heel, perfect to be worn 
from morning to evening. 

Thick heels, Straps and laces

When it comes to fall shoe shopping, our philosophy 
is that you can never have enough pairs—especial-
ly boots. From heeled booties, flat cut-outs or over-
the-knee boots we’ve seem them all this season, but 
we’re especially loving combat boots, which appear 
to be the new Birkenstocks.

The beauty of both trends is that the original brands 
benefited from the fashion resurgence—Birken-
stocks were the buzz of the style set, and now it 
seems Docs are also enjoying a new, fashion-foward 
customer who are finding new ways to wear them 
that aren’t only rooted in punk, rock, or grunge.

If you’ve already selected your coat for the season, 
then it’s time for some fab footwear. Since no fall 
look is complete without a pair of amazing boots, 
this week we bring you the lace-up combat boot. 
Whether you’re prim and proper or a gal with a pen-
chant for the punky, a pair of combat boots is your 

HIGH BOOTS KEEP YOU WARM

Whether classic or edgy, this full-coverage footwear can be comfortable and 
chic. Here’s what you need to know about wearing boots in any season.
Why do we love boots so much? They can have a rugged country look, an 
equestrian vibe, or a sleek urban air. On
chillier days, they make dresses and skirts wearable. They also give polish to 
jeans and add a down-to-earth feel to more delicate pieces. Boots increase the 
versatility of your clothes, and every woman should have a pair or two. 

Tall boots are perfect for fall and winter days. They allow you to get wear out 
of your lighter dresses and skirts when it’s cold. Put them in the back of your 
closet when the temperatures start to rise, though; they look out of place in 
hot weather.
-Sean Cunningham

Trend Alert: How to Wear Combat Boots

ALDO 
SHOES

ALDO SHOES

C.D.F.
Saint Laurent

Paul Smith

Yve 
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Suede has come a long way since its ‘70s heyday, showing up in ev-
erything from clothing to accessories on the fall 2015 runways. In-
corporating suede shoes into your wardrobe is the perfect way to 
add some subtle, luxurious texture to give your look a little extra 
oomph. Worn in classic neutral tones or in an unexpected pop of 
color, here’s how you can sport this on-trend material.

On the runways this season, suede was most often incorporated 
in bright, bold hues. The Michelle pump in a bright red suede 

gives a fashion-forward pop of color and works par-
ticularly well with your favorite LBD. For a more 
casual look, the Joyce flats in on-trend burgundy, ol-

ive, or taupe suede add richness and depth, along with a 
polished metallic detail on the vamp. In the traditional suede fabric 
and toe of a moccasin, the Kaster loafers, in a deep red, gray, or navy, 
make on-trend weekend style a breeze.
-Nancy, A Naturalizer Bloger

Slip-On Sneakers On Trend for  Winter
 Good news for your feet: Sneakers are everywhere this fall. 
Fashion insiders and celebs alike are sporting athletic shoes 
with their chicest outfits, making them an essential fall fashion 
trend. With an abundance of styles in stores right now, it might 
seem daunting to find the pair that’s right for you.

The revival of this sporty and comfortable shoe took the fash-
ion world by the storm, even being street-style snapped on the 
global fashion week circuit this past AW14 season. We have 
seen the slip-ons worn many ways, but one of the strongest 
looks is a completely monochromatic ensemble made up 
of a skirt or pant and a modernist boxy top or blouse. 
We hope you are inspired to rock the 
trend with some our favorite street style 
shots.
- Visual therapy blog/ Glamour.com

MICHAEL KORS

MICHAEL KORS

J.L.

TREND: SUEDE SHOES


